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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and
further the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage
competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI‑F5B/D, Scale, Old
Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored
events and sanctioning “Fun‑Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and partici‑
pate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-wide model aviation
events.

An Editorial
by Bill Fee
The January board meeting was notable for something old,
and something new, sort of a changing of the guard, three new
faces, and three no longer on the team, plus concerns about
membership ( a one page version is now on our web page),
concerns about publication of a schedule of events, raffle prize
upgrading and donee recognition were all discussed. More
fom the floor at the next meeting.
Indoor Flying Update

By Chuck Grim
We are still negotiating with the city for use of the Presidio
Recreation Center on Saturdays from Noon to 2:00 PM. We
have an agreement in principle in place but are having trouble
getting the city to accept AMA’s insurance certificate. The AMA
uses a format that is different than most other insurance companies and they are balking at it. We are running it through the
city staff for evaluation. Hopefully we will get this going soon.

Committees

Membership
760-583-1437

Sylvia Fee
sylviafee@cox.net

Video/DVD/Librarian
Raffle
619-284-6119
Flight Insructor
858-272-6882

Wayne Walker
wayne@walker.org
Pedro Brantuas
pedro@san.rr.com
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Aerospace Museum
Monthly Meeting site

AMA Charter Club 3078

Field
Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Latitude 32.7626416 N Longitude 117.2143138 W

web site: http://sefsd.org/

Zip Code 92109
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The President’s Corner

By James Marsden

As we start 2009, I want to
thank the 2008 officers and board
members for a job well done. Obtaining
a longer term field lease with the city
was a significant achievement. For
2009, the various events at the field
will continue – EMAC, Electroglide,
and MWE are all in the works. There
is a separate article on EMAC in
this newsletter, so please give it a
read to find out what is new for that
event. Electroglide is a long running
event that will continue on its regular
schedule. We are very fortunate to have
Frank Gagliardi volunteering to take
the lead on organizing MWE – with
lots of help from as many people as he
and I can recruit to assist.
The old year went out with a
blast of cold and rainy weather that
was offset by a great banquet at Phil’s.
The food was very tasty and the raffle
saw lots of nice prizes won. With luck,
they’ll let us return someday (after the
servers recover being buzzed by four
Parkzone Vapor indoor airplanes).
The new year started off on a good
note with a big turnout at our field on
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

New Year’s day for what became known as the ‘Freeze-Fly’ since it was a bit
cool with a humid breeze. Although our field was relatively undamaged by the
December storms, the CVMRCC field was flooded and is still in the process of
being cleaned.
Our 2009 meetings will start off with a speaker from SPAWAR discussing
autonomous aircraft development – some of them the size of the planes we
fly. Wayne Walker will be organizing more speakers and other tutorials and
workshops for the monthly meetings – so set aside the fourth Tuesday of each
month and come to the meetings; share you’re your new planes, gadgets, and
gizmo’s and get ready to hear some new and interesting speakers.
I want to remind everyone to send in their membership renewals and
signed waivers. At the Board meeting we discussed the waivers and concluded
that to best maintain our records, we will all need to sign our waivers anew at
the same time that we renew memberships. Also, all guest pilots must sign a
waiver before flying at our field. This will apply as well for events like EMAC,
Electriglide, etc. I’ll find a way to make sure that waiver forms are always on
hand in the box below the pin board. If you invite a guest to fly or are CD for an
event with guest pilots, be sure that they sign a waiver and be sure that you give
it to one of the club officers or board members so that we can get it to Sylvia
Fee for filing (thanks Sylvia and Bill !!). The waivers may seem like a pain in
the stabilizers but they are required by the city for our Right of Entry Permit.
In other words, we could lose the field if we are not serious about enforcing the
waiver policy.
More and more new electric planes and helis are appearing: Cermark,
Parkzone, E-Flite, Extreme Flight, 3D Hobbyshop and others will all be
introducing more products covering a wide range of wingspans and aircraft
types. So, 2009 promises to keep us busy trying to decide which new birds to
buy.
I was lucky at the banquet and won a Thunder Tiger eHawk 1500 powered
glider. I have been learning to properly trim and fly it with much assistance from
other more experienced glider pilots at the field. I confess that before owning
a glider, I had underestimated the challenge of flying one. I plan to try out my
skills at the monthly Electroglides. That will probably be very entertaining for
the rest of the contestants and spectators.
Bill Fee is always looking for more articles, tips, tricks, pictures, reviews
of new aircraft that you have flown, and other interesting content for the monthly
newsletter. So if you have anything at all to contribute, send it to Bill. Don’t be
shy!
See you at the field and at the meeting!

Wanted:
Futaba Transmitter T8UAF or T8UAFS in working condition , with or
without Rf module or battery.

Roger Long

858 488 0884

joeair@sbcglobal.net
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Minutes of the August., 2008 SEFSD Members Meeting
By Steve Manganelli (Subbing for Jeff Keasaman)

By Steve Manganelli (Subbing for Jeff
Keesaman)
Present : M. Neale, David Fee, Bill
Fee, Chuck Grim, Stelio Jackson,
S. Manganelli, Steve Neu, Randy
Marsden
Not Present : Doug Rubin, Ray Fulks,
Jeff Keesaman
1. Plaque for Harold Bettis. S.
Manganelli to buy Frame and provided
text to Bill Fee to make insert to
be combined at Holiday Party and
presented to Harold. Harold to be
awarded free dues for life but no policy
was created to generally implement
free dues based on any attained age.
2. Video Collection. The club owned
video collection managed by Chet
Tussey has gone stagnant. To be useful
it must be brought to meetings for
viewing and exchange purposes which
hasn’t happened in recent months.
David Fee to check on status of videos
and report back. A lot of collection is on
VHS and possibly useless anyway.
3. Club Raffle/Meeting Speakers .
We have no volunteer to manage the
meeting raffle as of yet but new VP
Wayne Walker has some interesting
speakers on tap for us.
4. EMAC 2009 . Chuck Brown, Craig
Hunter, Craig Bosworth, Mike Eberle
and Steve Neu (Chair) comprise the
2009 EMAC planning committee. The
committee will set the rules and the
schedule for this popular event and
report to the BOD on the January BOD
meeting. EMAC is Electric Miniature
Aerobatic Club, the pattern event
we’ve been doing on a near monthly
basis at the field. This skill building
event is getting more and more popular
and needs a little organizing for dates
and model categorizations. Not to
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

worry though, the flight sequences will
be the recently published 2009 IMAC
sequences, so get them off the web and
practice away!
5. Club Events and Waiver Signing.
David Fee reiterated that all participants
in any SEFSD organized /sanctioned
event must have a City of San Diego
mandated waiver on file with the club.
CDs of all such events are required
to ensure the participants meet this
requirement or they may not hold an
event! Don’t shoot the messengers
folks, this is the City’s message, not
ours!
6. Waivers and the Field Rules. On this
same subject as above, it was brought
up that neither the club charter nor the
field rules make reference to the fairly
new requirement for the Waiver. Chuck
Grim took action to add it to the field
rules published on the Pin Board and
presumably submitted to Stelio for
addition to the WEB page as well.
7. Possible New Poway Flying Field.
Michael Neal and Mike Blott were to
begin inquiries to use the flying site
vacated by the Torrey Pines Gulls in
Poway. No action/progress to date.
8. Field Improvement/Regrading . No
update but believe still in review by
City Environmental Department.
9. MWE/Spring Fling 2009. MWE
has no champion yet so the planning
cannot begin. Some discussion ensued
about the relative scope and magnitude
of MWE compared with year’s past
and it was decided that a shorter term
planning schedule was possible and
the event draw be commensurate with
that schedule. In other words, more
tailored to locals and one day driving
range type participants. A mid May, 3
day period was “fenced” with the City

for planning purposes.
10. Membership and Postage for
PeakCharge. Bill Fee reports that 109
members have renewed as of the date
of the meeting and attributes that to
the mailed out renewal envelope with
the last Peak Charge. Some discussion
ensued about the timeliness of Peak
Charge delivery and the need to ensure
everyone gets the newsletter in advance
of the meeting in order to publicize our
guest speakers. The best way to ensure
on time delivery of Peak Charge is 1st
class postage vs bulk rate. Mike Neale
expressed concern about the additional
cost of mailing of Peakcharge 1st class
in the current format. BOD voted to use
1st class postage through March issue
of Peak Charge and revisit costs.
11. F-5B and D World Championship,
2010. Steve Neu planted the seed that
the US bid to hold the FAI F-5B and D
World Championships in Muncie IN at
the AMA National Flying site will very
likely be accepted in March, 2008 at the
FAI Plenary Meeting in Switzerland.
Realize that the AMA is not doing this
for us, but simply providing the flying
site, the logistics is to be handled by
SEFSD! Organizing a big event in
your own town is tough enough, doing
it remotely is that much harder. Pencil
in August, 2010 for an exciting event
in Muncie or consider volunteering for
local planning chores.
An Editorial by Steve Manganelli
As this is perhaps my last semi-official
opportunity to communicate with the
members in writing, I’d like to take
this opportunity to thank my fellow
board members staying on in 2009
(Steve N., Chuck, Ray, Michael N.,
Bill Fee, David Fee (new Chairman
of the Board), Sylvia Fee/Membership
Peak Charge
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)and most sincerely, congratulate
Randy Marsden for stepping up the
the plate as President in 2009. In
many of my past columns as Presi‑
dent, I've lamented the fact that most
folks on the board have been there
since the beginning of the club and
have been flying R/C electric since
Tesla invented the battery and thus
may not be in the best of touch with
needs and desires of the current
membership. There are whole groups
of the membership that their entire
R/C modeling careers have been at
our field and know nothing about
kit built airplanes, poor performing
brush motors and round cells. That
some of these same folks only fly‑
ing for a few years are now kicking
my butt in EMAC, is proof positive
that paying your dues is not longer
required. I'm personally delighted
that one of these fresh voices takes
over the reigns of the club and I hope
you'll all join me in congratulating
Randy and supporting him in 2009.

San Diego Electroglide
20 December 2008
The last Electroglide of 2008!!! It’s been quite a year for all of us electrogliders. I am happy
to see almost everyone coming into compliance with 28 x 16 outrunners and 2 cell Lipos. Getting
really high on 45 second motor runs seems to be no problem with these new systems. Power
must be going up -- remember when we used to run for a full minute? So let’s start off 2009
with 40 seconds and see how it goes. We lost one contestant on this Saturday on the first toss
when Zeke’s Lil Bird -Vtail went out of sight and Zeke started flying someone elses ship while
his crashed on the Boat Ramp! This should not be a contest based on who has the best eyesight!
It’s good to see Pedro back in the fray! He obviously hasn’t lost a single step -- note his three,
20 point landings!!
I currently have over 50 names in my e-mail roster, all of whom have flown in at least one
Electroglide event. We should have more than 8 or 9 competitors on those third Saturdays of
the month! How about talking up the Electroglide when you go to the field? I think that we
have a good product to sell to our Club.
Plan to join us for the January Electroglide on the 17th. First toss 9:30.
Don Wemple

Pilot

Glider type

Pedro Brantuas
EV-1
Bob Anson
Fling II
Norm Arndt Ascent Albatross
Andy Reynolds Chrysalis ALG-2
Stelio Jackson E-Flite Ascent
Tom Erickson
Wanderer

motor/battery

Toss 1

Toss 2

28-8 Dualsky, 2C Lipo
63 (20)
Hacker 20-20L, 2cLipo 60 (10)
Hacker 20-20L, 2c Lipo
56
Scorpion 2208-30, 2c Lipo 37
28 x 16 brushless, 2c Lipo 33
AXI, 3 c 2200 Lipo
16

33 (20)
45 (10)
46
46 (10)
44 (20)
15

Toss 3 Total
44(20) 180
55
170
61
163
60 (20) 143
37
114
25
56

TREASURERS REPORT 2008.
The bank account began the year at $23,892 and I estimate it will close the year at approximately $22,876.
So our net income minus expenses for 2008 will be approximately -$1,016.
With membership at around 290, we received $12,130 from membership dues.
This year the MWE Spring Fling cost us a little over $200. Our other most significant expenses have been the Peak Charge
newsletter ($5,452), membership of the Aerospace Museum ($1,000), our Porta-Potti at the field ($1140), the City Right of Entry
Permit ($600) and the raffle ($600). We also donated $1,500 to the US F5B teams successful trip to Kiev in the Ukraine.
Please feel free to call me or email me at anytime if you have any questions about the club finances. I deliberately keep my
annual report short so everyone can understand the clubs basic financial situation but I don’t want any members to think that they
can’t find out more if they are interested.
Enjoy a safe 2009 flying season.
Michael Neale, Treasurer SEFSD.
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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Tips & Tricks
Balsa Dents
When you accidentally dent a
piece of balsa during construction
of a model, try this old cabinetmaker’s trick. Put a few drops
of white vinegar on it instead of
using filler. The vinegar will pull
99% of the dent out. Works best
overnight. Try it; it really works!
Construction Tip
When taking an airplane apart for
repair, put all the parts into a clear
freezer bag with the name printed
on the outside. This will save time
in looking for the parts needed,
as the airplane repairs are being
completed. Some freezer bags
have a spot for the name to be
printed on and, if you put in a
piece of the airplane’s MonoKote,
this will speed up the ID.
—both from the Woodland Aero
Modelers, Downers Grove, Illinois
Servo Connectors
To hold your radio/servo connectors together, use a piece of thin
string or dental floss and wrap it
around the connectors, looping it
through the wires so it pulls the
two connectors together. Use a
nonslip knot to tie the string so it
does not come untied. Don’t let
an unplugged connector cost you
a crash.
Antenna
When collapsing your transmitter
antenna make sure to grab the
bottom of each section and pull
down. Pushing from the top can
easily bend the antenna.
—both from the Privateers, Mills,
Wyoming

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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17th Annual Otay Lake Float Fly
After much anticipation the day
finally arrived. November 15th
dawned with an unfavorable
forecast of Santa Ana winds, but
otherwise sunny.
I believe the first one at the lake
was George from Red Oak catering, after that everything seems
to be a blur. With the great help
of Tim Attaway (flight line safety),
Lou Rosse (registration), Don
Petsche (rescue boat driver),
Sunny Chalberg (master of all
trades), and a few others like Ray
Fulks and Keith Bentley we got
this thing going in time for the first
registrations at 8am.
It was definitely sunny and the
wind was hiding, so soon after 8
the float planes started buzzing
the air. We had five pilot stations
and they all seemed to be full, the
show was off to a good start. By
then George had his breakfast
burritos ready and if people were
not flying they were eating. We
got about an hour and a half of
flight operations before the wind
picked up, but fortunately it did
not take long before it subsided.
Everybody was busy including the
rescue boat. Like any event that
includes speed and machinery,
we too had our share of crashes.
At the end it seems that Saturday
was the day of sacrificing Cubs
to the lake. About three of them
needed a surface skimmer to
collect all the little parts that had
separated from the mother unit.
As the day progressed and the
wind had it ups and downs there
were a few other rescue situations, but they were all survivable.

Neu (NeuMotors), John Weaver
(Discount Hobbies Warehouse),
Paul (Krazy Kevins), Bill Woodfine (Hobby Town), Pandi Bala
(Sureflite), Jules (Hobby Central),
Mark Wood (LipoSack) and a
donor whose name escapes me,
we had plenty to give away. About
a dozen airplanes, four sets of
floats, a Spektrum DX5e, batteries, motors, glow fuel, LipoSacks, and an assortment of other
goodies amounted to over $1800
worth of raffle items. With such a
generous bounty half the items
were given away on Saturday and
the other half on Sunday. That's
right, we had two raffles since this
year the event took place over
two days. As luck would have
it some people were winning
more that one item while others
watched their numbers get close
to the winning number but not
close enough.
After the raffle the wind picked
up again and with the forecast
in mind some pilots packed up
and left. But there was a great
reward for those that decided to
stay because the afternoon hours
presented some of the best flying
of the whole day. And thus we
finished the first day of float flying
in a happy note.
Sunday started with considerable
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wind, which probably accounted
for the smaller crowd. But eventually it died down and float planes
were in the air once again. And
just like Saturday, George was
there cooking away, burgers, hot
dogs, and tri-tip sandwiches.
After some flying and some
eating, it was time again to give
away the rest of the raffle items
and for the smaller crowd that
meant that peoples' chances
were better. The tickets from
Saturday rolled over to Sunday's
raffle, but you had to be present
to win. So several items needed
more than one winning number
to be called out before we could
declare a winner. Due to the unstable wind conditions the crowd
dissipated soon after the raffle
had no more items to give away.
About twenty pilots enjoyed a
weekend of float flying and hopefully we will have some more float
flyers in the near future considering that all the airplanes that were
raffled were either float planes or
flying boats.
P.S. Don't forget that the Chula
Vista Model Radio Control Club
sponsors a monthly float flying on
the fourth Wednesday, open to
all pilots provided they have AMA
membership.

At noon came another opportunity for excitement, the raffle!
Thanks to the generosity of Steve
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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Winter Solstice

(almost)

Festive Feast

and
Informal Indoor Fun Fly

We had a great Holiday Party Friday, December
18th, at Phil's BBQ in their new event center. The
party was organized by Chuck and Mary Kay Grim,
with Steve Manganelli and Michelle Baker in charge
of the program, games and door prizes.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

After the very good food we had Parkzone Vapor
flying. They even set up a table for carrier landings
and take-offs.
We had agood turnout with 47 present, and had
great holiday fun.

Peak Charge
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SpaWar’s UAV
by Mike Wills
January’s feature presentation will be Mike Wills of SpaWar showing us a helicopter UAV with a full
set of on-board command and control autonomous functions as well as a suite of sensors to Observe, Detect, and Identify people and things on the ground.
Mike is the Project
efforts and is also an
and two gliders.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Manager for SpaWar’s UAV
accomplished pilot of his RV6
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Standard Class Electroglide
Name________________________ Date_________
Frequency___ E-mail address___________________
This LMR/ One-design Event is for pilots flying the ParkZone “Radian”
glider. No airframe, motor, or propeller modifications are allowed. The
battery is to be a 1300, 3cell Lipo which may neither be replaced nor
recharged once the contest has started.
The contest consists of three, consecutive mass launches with the
motor run decided at the beginning of the contest day. Scoring will be
6 points per minute (one point per 10 seconds, rounded up). Bonus points
for accurate, full-stop landings will be assessed from the nose of the
glider -- 10, 20, or 30 points per flight. The total score will
determine the final placing. Landing off field, flights longer than 15
minutes, or the use of additional motor run will result in no points for
that launch.

Launch 1
Duration________ minutes _________seconds. Points__________
Bonus Landing Points__________
Launch 1 Total Points __________

Launch 2
Duration_______ minutes __________seconds. Points__________
Bonus Landing Points__________
Launch 2 Total Points__________

Launch 3
Duration_______ minutes__________seconds. Points__________
Bonus Landing Points__________
Launch 3 Total Points__________

January Electroglide
17 January 2009
At last, a reasonable, great performing foam glider comes on the scene -- the
ParkZone “Radian”! Less than $250 ready to fly with a charger included, and $160
if you have a receiver, and a battery already! Remarkable!! As a former Schweizer
1-26 pilot I have always felt that “one-design” was the way to go -- all contestants
flying exactly the same sailplane. And I strongly feel that that’s the way to go in
model sailplanes as well. But up until now there was nothing available that would fill
the bill. But now, the Radian.
I enclose a copy of the new score sheet for the Standard Class, and I await your
comments. But don’t give up on the San Diego Electroglide since we can run both
classes simultaneously as we did today!
It was fun to see a dozen ships launched into the beautiful Southern California
midwinter sky! Others modelers across the country -- “Eat Your Hearts Out”!
We do live in a paradise!

San Diego Electroglide
Pilot

glider and power system

Don Wilson
Ion, Lehner Basic 3100, 3c Lipo
Norm Arndt Ascent Albatross 20-20L, 2c Lipo
Andy Reynolds Crysalis HLG-e Scorpion, 2c Lipo
Stelio Jackson E-Flite Ascent 28x16 , 2c lipo
Tom Brown
Ascent Hacker 20-20L 2c Lipo
Zeke Mazur
VX 400 Hacker copy 2cLipo

Toss 1 Toss 2 Toss 3 Total
61 (10)
54 (10)
41
45 (20)
22
0

50
66 (10)
54
72 (10)
43
58
46 (20) 38 (10)
22
28
11
17

177
175
142
129
72
28

Standard Class -- Radian
Pilot

Toss 1

Tom Erickson
Bob Anson
Bryan Kale
Fred Daugherty

55
57
63 (20)
37

Toss 2
62
53
46
52

Toss 3
60
59
51
43

Total
177
169
160
132

Total Contest Points________

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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Precision Aerobatics
continues at SEFSD in 2009!

Sharpen your skills! Win cool door prizes! Enjoy
the camaraderie, fun and excitement of competition!
Your EMAC Committee is hard at work organizing
the 2009 season.
As in previous years, the series will be conducted
similar to IMAC with the following notable exceptions:
* Electric airplanes required. No scale requirement
* Season points to include each pilot's best four
events
* No sound or airspace control scores
See http://www.mini-iac.com/ for sequences and
rules.
The schedule of events:
* 31 January, 10:00 AM: Trim clinic
* 28 February, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #1
* 4 April, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #2
* 2 May, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #3
* 13 June, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #4
* 11 July, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #5
* 22 August, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #6
* 26 September, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #7
* 24 October, 10:00 AM: 2009 EMAC #8
* 28 November, 9:00 AM: 2009 EMAC "Big

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Event"
All events will be held at the SEFSD flying field.
Questions? Ask any EMAC committee member or
email Mike Eberle at magneto.mike@gmail.com.
Precision aerobatics is a great way to add enjoyment and skill to your RC flying. Come join us!
-- Your EMAC committee: Craig Bosworth, Pedro
Brantuas, Chuck Brown, Mike Eberle, Craig Hunter,
Steve Neu
The rules and aerobatic flight patterns will be
the same as IMAC with the exceptions that: 1) all
airplanes entered in an EMAC must be electricaly
powered; 2) scale and non-scale aircraft are allowed; and 3) the pilots best four scores will be
used to determine the winner at the end of the year.
Basic, Sportsman, and Intermediate classes will be
flown at each contest. Since the event is a single
day event, no unknown sequences will be included.
Thanks!
Randy

Peak Charge
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Do any of these have a familiar ring?
by VP Wayne Walker
Recently, I was diagnosed with A. A. A. D. D. - Age
Activated Attention Deficit Disorder.

the glasses back down on the counter, fill a container with water and suddenly I spot the TV remote.
Someone left it on the kitchen table.

This is how it manifests: I decide to wash my car.
As I start toward the garage, I notice that there is
I realize that tonight when we go to watch TV, I will
mail on the hall table. I decide to go through the mail be looking for the remote, but I won't remember that
before I wash the car.
it's on the kitchen table, so I decide to put it back in
the den where it belongs, but first I'll water the flowI lay my car keys down on the table, put the junk
ers.
mail in the trash can under the table, and notice that
the trash can is full. So, I decide to put the bills back I splash some water on the flowers, but most of it
on the table and take out the trash first. But then I
spills on the floor. So, I set the remote back down
think, since I'm going to be near the mailbox when
on the table, get some towels and wipe up the spill.
I take out the trash anyway, I may as well pay the
Then I head down the hall trying to remember what I
bills first.
was planning to do.
I take my checkbook off the table, and see that
there is only one check left. My extra checks are in
my desk in the study, so I go to my desk where I find
the can of Coke that I had been drinking. I'm going
to look for my checks, but first I need to push the
Coke aside so that I don't accidentally knock it over.

At the end of the day: the car isn't washed, the bills
aren't paid, there is a warm can of Coke sitting on
the counter, the flowers aren't watered, there is still
only one check in my checkbook, I can't find the remote, I can't find my glasses, and I don't remember
what I did with the car keys.

I see that the Coke is getting warm, and I decide I
should put it in the refrigerator to keep it cold. As
I head toward the kitchen with the coke a vase of
flowers on the counter catches my eye--they need
to be watered.

Then when I try to figure out why nothing got done
today, I'm really baffled because I know I was busy
all day long, and I'm really tired. I realize this is a
serious problem, and I'll try to get some help for it,
but first I'll check my e-mail.

I set the Coke down on the counter, and I discover
my reading glasses that I've been searching for
all morning. I decide I better put them back on my
desk, but first I'm going to water the flowers. I set

Do me a favor, will you? Forward this message to
everyone you know, because I don't remember to
whom it has been sent. Don't laugh -- if this isn't you
yet, your day is coming!

Frank Finney (a member of our club) passed away a few weeks ago and

Don Madison and Frank Gagliardi have gathered up his model stuff and would like to bring it to our
field and sell it to our members with the proceeds going to Frank's wife. They would like
to do it on Saturday January 31st. Since we have an EMAC event scheduled for that day I
suggested that they start at 7:30 AM. They would set up the stuff at the west end of the pits
as not to disturb other things going on. Most of the stuff is electric or glider related.
I spoke to Don Madison and he knows that they will have to make it a low key thing since
we would not be getting a city permit. They also know that if a ranger would happen by and
object that they would have to stop. They would only be offering this to our club members.
They would put up a flier at the field. It is my understanding that there is only a medium
amount of Items.
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World War II Historical Facts
from D.G. Swinford, USMC, Ret.

1. The first German serviceman killed in WW2 was
killed by the Japanese (1937), the first American
serviceman killed was killed by the Russians (1940),
the highest ranking American killed was Lt. Gen.
Lesley McNair, killed by the Army Air Corps. So
much for allies.
2. The youngest U.S. serviceman was 12 year old
Calvin Graham, USN. He was wounded and given
a Dishonorable Discharge for lying about his age.
(His benefits were later restored by act of Congress.)
3. At the time of Pearl Harbor, the top U.S. Navy
command was called CINCUS (pronounced "Sink
Us"), the shoulder patch of the U.S. Army's 45th
Infantry Division was the Swastika, and Hitler's
private train was named "Amerika." All three were
soon changed for PR purposes.
4. More servicemen died in the Air Corps than the
Marine Corps. While completing the required 30
missions, your chance of being killed was 71%.

Worse yet, tracers instantly told your enemy he was
under fire and from which direction. Worst of all was
the practice of loading a string of tracers at the end
of the belt to tell you that you were out of ammo.
This was definitely not something you wanted to
tell the enemy. Units that stopped using tracers saw
their success rate nearly double and their loss rate go
down.
7. When allied armies reached the Rhine, the first
thing men did was pee in it. This was pretty uni‑
versal from the lowest private to Winston Churchill
(who made a big show of it) and Gen. Patton (who
had himself photographed in the act).
8. German Me-264 bombers were capable of
bombing, but it wasn't worth the effort.
9. German submarine U-120 was sunk by a mal‑
functioning toilet.

5. Generally speaking, there was no such thing as an
average fighter pilot. You were either an ace or a
target. For instance, Japanese ace Hiroyoshi
Nishizawa shot down over 80 planes. He died while
a passenger on a cargo plane.

10. Among the first "Germans" captured at Norman‑
dy were several Koreans. They had been forced to
fight for the Japanese Army until they were captured
by the Russians, and forced to fight for the Russian
Army until they were captured by the Germans, and
forced to fight for the German Army until they were
captured by the U.S. Army.

6. It was a common practice on fighter planes to
load every 5th round with a tracer round to aid in
aiming. This was a mistake. Tracers had different
ballistics so (at long range) if your tracers were hit‑
ting the target 80% of your rounds were missing.

11. Following a massive naval bombardment,
35,000 U.S. and Canadian troops stormed ashore at
Kiska, in the Aleutian Islands. Twenty-one troops
were killed in the firefight. It would have been
worse if there had been any Japanese on the island.
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